Organizational Chart

Environmental Science
Division Director
*Cristina Negri*

Departments

Climate & Earth System Science
*Yan Feng*

- Ecology, Natural Resources and Managed Systems - *Lee Walston*
- Geospatial Computing, Innovations, and Sensing (GCIS) - *Scott Collis*
- Hydrology, Remediation, and Risk-based Restoration - *Eugene Yan*
- Radiological, Chemical, and Environmental Risk Analysis (RACER) - *Margaret MacDonell*
- Sociocultural Systems - *Konnie Wescott*

Programs

- Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program - *N. Hickmon*

Divisional Sponsor POCs

- Air Force - *D. Gartman*
- BER - *C. Negri*
- DOI/BLM - *H. Hartmann*
- EERE-BETO - *C. Negri*
- EERE-SETO - *H. Hartmann*
- EM-LM – *E. Yan*
- NRC – *D. LePoire*
- USDA - *E. Yan*

Executive Assistants

*Denise R. Fals*
*Bernadette Petrovic*

Center for Climate Resilience and Decision Science (CCRDS) Director
*EVS Rao Kotamarthi*

Deputy Division Director
*Jiwen Fan*

*CELS Shared Services - Lisa Bartelment*

Human Resources
*Felicia M. King*

Finance Manager
*Chris Veselka*

Resource/Budget Administrator
*Shana E. Harris*
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